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Fáilte chuig Comórtas Na mBailte  Slachtmhara Super Valu don bhliain 2022. Táimid buíoch daoibh as ucht na 
hiontrála a chur chugainn, agus guimíd gach rath ar bhúr gcuid oibre amach anseo. Adh Mór..Lisdoonvarna is very 
welcome back into the SuperValu Tidy Towns Competition, it’s been almost four years since our last visit, thank you 
for your continued participation. The regeneration of the Spa Well Gardens is fine achievement and it is not 
surprising that the Tidy Towns group feels proud of this project. What is perhaps a little surprising is that so much 
has been achieved with a relatively small group, a committee of five and a volunteer base of four! The groups 
engagement with over sixteen bodies, groups, agencies and more and the support received has made a significant 
difference to what can be achieved. Also noteworthy is the help received by your Ukrainian guests and those in 
Direct Provision. Engagement with the Primary and Secondary schools is fruitful also; well done on the range of 
communication channels utilised in spreading Tidy Towns news and events.
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Buildings that form Lisdoonvarna’s Main Street are nicely presented and it is noteworthy that some have heritage 
interest which is being explored and promoted. Saint Endas features a nice presentation together with Saint Mary 
Immaculate Secondary School. The Library, the Garda Station and the Museum were admired for the quality of their 
roadside presentation and the church for the presentation of its grounds. The group’s work on vacant / derelict 
premises and representations made to Clare County Council is favourably acknowledged and we anticipate a 
successful outcome given time. The publication of the Town Heritage Plan by Clare County Council is an exciting 
initiative which will bring significant benefits to Lisdoonvarna. The retaining walls defining the entrance to the Burren 
United complex are beginning to flake and should be refurbished soon to the standard seen at the retaining bridge 
walls as these are an integral part of the townscape. Premises just inside the entrance to Burren United could be 
improved also, low roofs here which look a bit drab have high visibility. Saint Breckan’s GAA / Enterprise Centre 
complex which accommodates the recycling bins could be significantly improved with thoughtful landscaping. A 
large plastic neon sign is out of scale with its surroundings. Overhead service cables and their associated service 
poles diminish the visual amenity of the streetscape to a significant degree.
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Container flower displays throughout Lisdoonvarna are beautiful and appreciation is extended to the Transition Year 
students for their input in this respect. The grounds of the church offer a little oasis to those who wish to sit and just 
‘Be’ for a while. Flower displays along the bridge look well also and no doubt are pollinator friendly. Young trees 
along the grass verge at the sports field are maturing well and the grassed area here is being beautifully maintained. 
The entrance into the Saint Breckans / GAA car park / complex is beautifully landscaped. Congratulations once 
more on the regeneration of the 3.5-acre Spa Well Heritage Garden and the accompanying information panel. 
Replanting in the Square and the removal of tree guards are successful projects. Commencement of work on the 
Lisdoonvarna Pavillion Park is wonderful, this exciting development will provide residents and visitors a world class 
amenity facility. Thank you for the ‘before and after’ photographs, they were very helpful.
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The entrance into the Saint Breckans / GAA car park / complex is beautifully landscaped. Congratulations once 
more on the regeneration of the 3.5-acre Spa Well Heritage Garden and the accompanying information panel. 
Replanting in the Square and the removal of tree guards are successful projects. Commencement of work on the 
Lisdoonvarna Pavillion Park is wonderful, this exciting development will provide residents and visitors a world class 
amenity facility. Thank you for the ‘before and after’ photographs, they were very helpful.

Congratulations on the preparation of your Biodiversity Action Plan for the Spa Wells Heritage Gardens, this is a 
wonderful resource to guide the group towards Lisdoonvarna becoming a Biodiverse town. The installation of the 
bird and bat boxes together with feeding stations will act not alone to provide for wildlife but also to promote 
awareness together with the Bog Garden. The lichen and moss-covered wall together with species found at this site 
is an exciting discovery and an even more important reason to keep removing weeds by hand rather than using 
weedkiller. The large green area in the car park of Burren United appears to be being managed for wild life / 
grasses.

A vote of thanks to all that participated in Lisdoonvarna’s Annual Spring Clean, most especially your Ukrainian 
guests who cleared the woodland area free of litter for the first time. The town was almost litter and dumping free 
during adjudication, what was seen was minor; people out removing weeds from cobble lock paving by hand 
deserve a vote of appreciation too! Weed growth around the kerbing containing the public lighting in the car park of 
Burren United should also be scuffed; the same point can be made in respect of the car park at the recycling point 
where a little littering and minor dumping was noted. The work involved in clearing out the Spa Well Gardens before 
restoration could begin yielding enough dumped materials to fill three skips must have been tremendous and a very 
strong sense of pride on a job well done is deserved. Your liaison with the Litter Warden regarding illegal signage on 
approach roads is important, thank you for the accompanying photographs.

Recycling point in the GAA carpark noted looked quite neat and clean on adjudication day overall however a small 
amount of litter was noted here in the corner at the last grey bin which was caught in weed growth. Well done on 
funds raised with the Scrap Metal initiative alongside recycling and upcycling activities. Also noteworthy is your 
community composting project which is an important step in achieving sustainable planting. Do try to offer a project 
under each of the headings of Water Conservation, Energy Conservation and Travel each year to make further 
progress in this category of the competition; both the business community and households should be encouraged to 
participate.

Beautiful road frontages / gardens to dwellings along the N67 were noted on approaching Lisdoonvarna however 
not all roadside boundary walls enjoyed equally good maintenance. All residential estates should feature 
identification signs / stones; three off the road behind the Square had no identification. A beautiful landscaped 
entrance to the Rooska estate was admired. Townhouses are a handsome feature of the built environment making 
up the core of the town. Congratulations on the recent refurbishment and safety audit of the Playground with 
fundraising by the community, this is a fine achievement that enhances the amenity value of the Pavillions Park yet 
more.

Town identification signs marking entrances to Lisdoonvarna are most impressive together with roadside verges of 
approach roads which are being managed for wildlife; the Montbretia must look beautiful in the late summer! 
Reference was made above to illegal signage and the group’s efforts to address the problem. Refurbishment at the 
Square by power washing, installation of new lighting, street furniture upgraded as an interim measure pending its 
redesign is laudable. The new bus shelter is a welcome addition to the Main Street. What appears to be a private 
road up the hill from the small roundabout needs resurfacing and a little dumping was noted here. On-going work 
accomplished at Bloods Cross is favourably noted. Some commercial premises on the Kilfenora could improve their 
road frontages.

Nature and Biodiversity in your Locality / An Dúlra agus an Bhithéagsúlacht i do cheantar:

Sustainability – Doing more with less / Inmharthanacht - Mórán ar an mbeagán:

Tidiness and Litter Control / Slachtmhaireacht agus Rialú Bruscair:

Residential Streets & Housing Areas / Sráideanna Cónaithe & Ceantair Tithíochta:

Approach Roads, Streets & Lanes / Bóithre Isteach, Sráideanna & Lánaí:

Concluding Remarks:

Lisdoonvarna is a beautiful town where community spirit and pride in the homeplace is obvious. Recent 
developments enhance amenity value for all. Where work accomplished reflects Global Sustainable Development 
Goals these should be referenced within each category.


